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Health data captured in Electronic health records (EHRs) have enabled the development of computational approaches to improve
patient management and treatment, including early diagnosis of severe conditions such as sepsis. The validity of these efforts, however,
largely relies on which sepsis definition is used and the quality of the underlying data. Here we tested different sepsis definitions to
better understand how phenotyping approaches may impact the classification accuracy of sepsis prediction algorithms.

To assess the extent to which sepsis definitions (dis)agree with each other, we have analised a large cohort of patients admitted to
the ICU (over 22,000) from MIMIC-IV. Cases were classified as septic and non-septic using the Sepsis-3 definition as a standard and
compared with different ICD-10-based sepsis phenotyping criteria.

Most of administrative sepsis definitions agreed with each other when identifying positive sepsis cases. At the same time, we
identified considerable disagreement between Sepsis-3 and administrative definitions. This discrepancy affected machine learning
algorithms’ predictive performance. Two algorithms out of three built on Sepsis-3 outperformed models based on other phenotypes.
Experiments demonstrate that phenotype definitions can significantly influence a predictive model performance. This highlights the
importance of consistent and validated digital phenotyping criteria.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sepsis is a life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by a deregulated host response to infection [16], highly frequent
in intensive care units and a high mortality (ICU) [15, 18]. [14] showed that sepsis-related deaths comprise 19.7% (11
million) of all global deaths in 2017 which is as twice as originally thought.

Sepsis is a treatable condition, however delays in the initiation of antibiotic therapy can lead to increased mortality
even among patients who received antibiotics within 6 hours [10]. However, attempts to detect potential cases of sepsis
earlier and reduce the time to treatment initiation can also generate unintended consequences. Studies have shown
that fewer than 60% of patients with suspected sepsis end up having a definite or probable infection that benefited
from antibiotic therapy [9]. Sepsis treatment is complicated by the fact that it is a syndrome and, in many cases, can be
caused by other non-infectious inflammatory disorders [13].
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Recent advances in predictive modelling and the increasing availability of Electronic Health Records (EHR) have led
to the development and deployment of algorithms to predict the onset of sepsis [2].

As sepsis is a broad term applied to an incompletely understood process [16], researchers have used a diversity of
sepsis definitions to guide the development of predictive models. This heterogeneity can complicate the comparison
between the performance of proposed models. We hypothesize that heterogeneous sepsis definitions can significantly
modify the accuracy of different predictive models.

The goal of this study is to quantify the extent to which different sepsis phenotyping definitions (dis)agree with each
other and to assess the effect of heterogeneous sepsis definitions on the accuracy of sepsis predictive models on a large
cohort of patients admitted to the ICU.

2 METHODS

2.1 Context

In February 2016, The Third International Consensus Definitions for Sepsis and Septic Shock (Sepsis-3) were pub-
lished [16]. Unlike previous definitions, Sepsis-3 is based on the coexistence of an infection and organ dysfunction.
According to that definition, sepsis is diagnosed when there is an increase of more than 2 points in the total sequential
organ failure assessment (SOFA) score [3]. This definition associates sepsis with more severe conditions than those
diagnosed by previous definitions [3]. Moreover, this new definition requires identification of a time point at which the
patient may be septic that can be useful for retrospective assessment of the trajectory of the patient’s illness [8].

Several approaches for labelling patients as septic using EHR data have been published [1], that we propose to
investigate. The Danish ICD-10 sepsis definition (DK) includes nineteen diagnostic codes [11], while [4] proposed
two Swedish sepsis definitions, Narrow (SE Narrow) and Wide (SE Wide) (the former more restrictive) assuming
most patients treated in ICUs have severe infections in their discharge diagnoses. We also considered the Australian
(AU) [6, 7, 17] and Canadian sepsis definition (CA), the latter based on ICD-10-CA/CCI (Canadian ICD-10 and the
Canadian Classification of Intervention) [12].

2.2 Data collection and inclusion criteria

For this study, we obtained data from the MIMIC-IV database [5]. This database is a de-identified database from patients
admitted to critical care units or the emergency department between 2008 – 2019 at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
Center (BIDMC, Boston Massachusetts, USA). It contains administrative data, including patient demographics, and
clinical information including vital signs, laboratory tests, medication administration, diagnoses and procedures.

We included patients older than 18 who met the Sepsis-3 definition and whose episodes were coded using the
ICD-10 classification. 69,619 admissions met the sepsis definition. We excluded 7,107 cases without any ICD codes, and
32,525 cases only coded ICD-9 terms. Since our task involved predicting the future development of sepsis, we also
excluded the patients with a very early suspicion of infection, defined as patients with cultures ordered or antibiotics
administered before or up to 24 hours of being admitted to the ICU. The final cohort consisted of 22,090 ICU stays.

2.3 Reference standard

Sepsis-3 [16] was chosen as the reference standard for sepsis definition as it better aligns with the contemporary
understanding of the pathophysiology of sepsis [8]. In addition, Sepsis-3 criteria are independent from ICD-10 codes [8].
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Table 1. Measurement of sepsis prediction performance

Sepsis-3 AU DK SE Wide SE Narrow CA
AUROC MCC AUROC MCC AUROC MCC AUROC MCC AUROC MCC AUROC MCC

LR 0.80 0.60 0.82 0.64 0.83 0.67 0.76 0.54 0.82 0.63 0.83 0.66
RF 0.82 0.64 0.78 0.56 0.80 0.61 0.66 0.33 0.78 0.57 0.80 0.61
GB 0.82 0.64 0.78 0.55 0.79 0.59 0.70 0.41 0.77 0.55 0.80 0.60

LR=Logistic Regression, RF=Random Forest, GB=Gradient Boosting.

From September 2020 MIMIC-IV was supplemented by an additional group of tables containing a sepsis cases classified
according to the Sepsis-3 definition, thus generating an external label for sepsis cases.

2.4 Study design

The study consisted of two major steps. First, to understand the level of (dis)agreement between different sepsis
definitions we analysed the proportion of shared positive cases among over 22,000 ICU admissions.

The second step was to build sepsis prediction models via supervised learning using the different sepsis definitions
as the ground truth and evaluate the effect of the definitions on predictive performance.

First 24 hours clinical data was used as the evidence to train the predictive models, including vital sings, laboratory
results, demographics, and contextual features. Six balanced data sets with equal sets of features but different sepsis
definitions as reference standards were used for building of prediction models as training data. Each data set contains
2,194 data points that were chosen randomly. The number of positive cases was determined based on the maximum
available positive cases for the Sepsis-3 definitions. Two data sets consisting of 412 positive and 412 negative cases
were used for evaluation of the models’ performance. The first one included common positive cases between five of the
six definitions (412). SE Wide only shared 56 positive cases with other definitions and had to be tested on customised
data set. This data set included 56 positive cases which are common for all definitions and 356 positive cases which are
positive only for SE Wide.

Three machine learning techniques were evaluated: Logistic Regression (LR), Gradient Boosting (GB) and Random
Forest (RF). The area under the ROC curve AUROC and Matthews Correlation Coefficient MCC were used to evaluate the
performance of the models under 10-fold cross-validation and on blind tests.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Analysis of sepsis definitions

We started by analysing the percentage of sepsis-positive and sepsis-negative cases for each definition. The highest
proportion of septic patients (5,165 incidences or 23%) among all of the analysed ICU stays was generated by SE Narrow

definition. This is one and a half times higher than the mean share of septic patients for AU (3,059 cases) and DK (3,068
cases) ICD-10 definitions, 30% higher than CA definition (3,767), 3.2 times higher than for SE Wide and 4 times higher
in comparison with Sepsis-3 definition (1,097 positive cases).

Analysis of overlapping data among all subsets showed that only 56 sepsis cases are common for all six data sets.
However, closer inspection of the data shows that five out of six definitions, except for SE Wide, have a ‘common core’
of 412 sepsis incidences.

We built confusion matrices to compare each of the five administrative approaches against the Sepsis-3 definition
and against each other (Figure 1). Both SE Wide and SE Narrow definitions have large unique proportion of cases.
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Fig. 1. Confusion matrix of administrative coding approaches against Sepsis-3 definition as the ground true.

For SE Wide definition this percentage is 58.6% (883 cases among 1,507) From the data, it is apparent that SE Wide

demonstrates a lot of disagreement with the other ICD-10 sets. For SE Narrow the ratio of unique cases is 28,9% (1,494
unique cases out of 5,165). For Sepsis-3 the proportion of unique cases is also relatively high (23,8% or 261 cases
among 1,097).

AU, DK, CA and SE Narrow definition, on the other hand, presented a significant overlap, with 2,647 common sepsis
cases, with the AU subset fully covered by the DK, CA and SE Narrow subsets.

AU, DK and CA phenotypes demonstrate even stronger consistency in terms of positive cases. SE Narrow on the one
hand has 51.25% of common cases with the three aforementioned definitions, with 29% of unique instances.

In terms of consistency with Sepsis-3 definition the highest agreement is shown by SE Narrow with 68.3% of
common cases (Figure 1), followed by CA, which includes 43.8% of Sepsis-3 cases. AU and DK subsets include 37.6% of
Sepsis-3 cases each. But only 12.9% of SE Wide positive cases are also covered by the Sepsis-3 definition.
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A comparison of positive Sepsis-3 cases included into other phenotypes demonstrates that SE Narrow includes
14,5% of incidents. AU, DK and CA contain 13.5%, 13.4% and 12.7% of positive Sepsis-3 cases respectively. SE Wide

phenotype has only 9.4% of Sepsis-3 cases.
Analysis of confusion matrices considering Sepsis-3 as a ground truth shows that performance of SE Narrow

definition has the highest AUROC of 0.74, but relatively low MCC of 0.24. AU, DK and CA data sets have a considerable
proportion of common cases and, therefore, presented similar performance. A AUROC of 0.62 was obtained for both
AU and DK phenotypes and 0.64 for CA. MCC of AU, DK and CA was 0.16. The lowest AUROC was obtained by the SE Wide

definition.

3.2 Analysis of predictive model performance based on different sepsis definitions

The results of supervised learning models (Table 1) show a large variation in predictive performance, that seems
significantly depended on sepsis definition, with models based on Sepsis-3 on average outperforming other definitions,
based on AUROC (an average of 0.813 AUROC).

Only the LR classifier built on the data labelled according to DK, CA and AU definitions presented slightly higher MCC
then the models using Sepsis-3 definition. Models based on SE Wide and SE Narrow data achieved lower MCC and
AUROC in comparison with the remaining models.

Performance of LR with Sepsis-3 data set is relatively lower because this model assigns more weights to ‘mean
blood pressure’ and ‘bilirubin total min’ features than the other models. Values of these features do not have strong
correlation with sepsis for some of patients’ records, resulting in misclassification of additional 26 false negative and 14
false positive cases that were correctly identified by the other models.

Depending on the definition, AUROC varies between 0.76 and 0.83 for LR, for RF the AUROC is in the range between
0.66 and 0.82, for GB 0.70-0.82. MCC for LR varies between 0.54 and 0.67, for RF 0.33 - 0.64 and for GB it is between 0.41
and 0.64.

4 LIMITATIONS

This study is based on data set collected from a single hospital which may not be representative of other medical
institutions with different documentation practices. Analysis including a broader range of institutions and geographic
locations may lead to better generalization of conclusions.

5 CONCLUSION

Here we presented a large scale evaluation of sepsis digital phenotyping approaches. The experiments with blind data
set showed that models based on Sepsis-3 definition slightly overperform models built on other phenotypes, except
for LR.

However, there is a significant disagreement between Sepsis-3 and administrative definitions. The share of sepsis
cases related to administrative definitions which are included into Sepsis-3 does not exceed 44% for the majority of
definitions. The percentage of Sepsis-3 cases included into other data sets is not more than 14.5%.

Further analysis of ICD-10 sets of codes has shown that AU, DK and CA definitions are fairly consistent with each
other. DK and CA have more than 80% of common positive cases, while AU positive cases appeared to be completely
included into CA, DK and SE Wide definitions.
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SE Wide contains the broadest definition of sepsis, with the largest number of positive cases and shares many
common cases with other administrative phenotypes and the largest number of unique cases. Models based on this
definition show the lowest performance regardless of the chosen machine learning algorithm.

SE Narrow criteria has the highest agreement with Sepsis-3 and identifies the largest proportion of positive cases
and could be the preferred method to find sepsis patients using administrative data.

The SE Wide sepsis phenotype shows the highest inconsistency with other definitions and has the lowest scores
among all administrative classification approaches. Therefore, this classification approach should be used with a high
degree of caution.

The results of this investigation show that most of administrative sepsis definitions, except for one, agree with
each other in terms of positive sepsis cases definition. However, they significantly disagree with Sepsis-3, which is
independent from ICD-10 codes. AUROC and MCC evaluation scores can increase up to 16 and 31 points respectively
contingent on the definition and algorithm. A careful selection of robust and validated digital phenotypes is a key step
in the development of predictive algorithms as it can heavily influence their performance.
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